What are Poulsbo RV
Exclusive units?

Poulsbo RV Exclusive units are custom built recreational vehicles tailor made for our customers in the Northwest. Poulsbo RV has been building Exclusive “Poulsbo Special Editions,” for over 15 years. The response to these “Special” units has been met with resounding success; and as a result we have listened to customer feedback and expanded on what was originally one special edition trailer.

RAINIER VALUE PACKAGE
• Fiberglass exterior sidewall package
• 13.5 BTU air conditioner
• Awning
• Microwave
• 3-Burner range/oven
• Wall border in galley and living area
• Foot flush toilet
• AM/FM/Cassette player with 2 interior and 2 exterior speakers
• TV antenna
• Double door refrigerator
• Diamond plate rock guard
• 6 Gallon gas DSI water heater
• Solid wood arched cabinet doors
• Decorative valances
• Mini blinks
• 30ft LP bottles with cover
• Dark tint windows
• High rise arched galley faucet
• Tub surround
• Skylight in tub
• Skylight in galley area
• 12” TV
• Front and rear stabilizer jacks

STANDARD FEATURES
INTERIOR FEATURES
• Decorative bedspread
• Power roof vent in bath
• Carbon monoxide detector
• Smoke detector
• Fire extinguisher
• Systems monitor panel
• Residential metal drawer glides
• Residential tile-like linoleum
• Large double bowl galley sink
• 35 Amp converter with built-in charger
• 12V Demand water system
• Residential flip sofa bed
• Cable TV hookup
• Decorative headboard
• Shower curtain (NA RG26F-DSL)
• Range hood with 12V fan and light
• Medicine cabinet with mirror
• Range hood with 12V fan and light
• Medicine cabinet with mirror

EXTERIOR FEATURES
• 5/8” Tongue and groove plywood floor
• R-7 Fiberglass insulation
• One-piece rubber roof
• Seamless rotocast wheel wells
• Leaf spring axles
• Front bumper with electric brakes
• Rear bumper with sewer hose storage
• 30 Amp power cord
• 24” Main entry door
• Screen door with kick plate
• Flush combo entry latch/dead-bolt lock
• Protected and wrapped PolyMax underbelly
• Premium Rainier graphics package

DéCOR CHOICES
Innocence Nutmeg
• LCD TV and DVD player
• Electric awning
• Aluminum rims
• Night shades
• Six panel refer insert
• Pillowtop mattress

Fall Spice
PS2 PACKAGE
• LCD TV and DVD player
• Electric awning
• Aluminum rims
• Night shades
• Six panel refer insert
• Pillowtop mattress

Go RVing.
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www.poulsborv.com
Poulsbo RV has partnered with Thor Industries to create the Rainier travel trailer series. Loaded with standard features that a first time customer or an experienced camper appreciates, Rainier is your best choice when it is time for your next recreational vehicle.

Designed by Thor Industries, the industry’s number one manufacturer of towable recreational vehicles, the Rainier allows you to experience the RV lifestyle with confidence, knowing that your recreational vehicle is a quality product that is built to last. Plus, Rainier is backed by Poulsbo RV and can be serviced by any of our stores.

Rainier Travel Trailers from Poulsbo RV and Thor Industries – Clearly the best travel trailer value in the industry today.